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Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) has been explored and widely used in modern cities. Most ITS studies aim to investigate novel vehicle system approaches which are vehicle detection, tracking or recognition. The vehicle recognition system is one of the technology applications widely used in ITS. It is implemented to recognize vehicles using camera-based. However, there are several issues regarding these approaches such as unable to provide reliable results and performance, especially in the complex environment such as lighting, shadow, and occlusion. This paper aims to present a systematic literature review of vehicle recognition by presenting state of the art, methods and the processes. The vehicle recognition categorized into two types of approaches which are appearance and motion based. The appearance-based obtained the data from the static image while motion-based used the data from video. To extract the data, the standard processes used are pre-processing, feature extraction, feature selection, and classification. Based on existing works, the majority focused on a vehicle type recognition system, to offer an alternative to current practice in many related systems such as automatic toll system, traffic monitoring, vehicle counting, traffic census and others that used human observation or sensor-based on classifying the vehicle type. To conclude, this paper discussed the related findings and used for further research in overcoming challenges and issues in the vehicle recognition especially in the vehicle type recognition.
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This paper reviews the development of face recognition based on deep learning in the field of biometrics. Firstly, the basic application of face recognition and the definition of the deep learning model is explained. In addition, the research overview and application are summarized, such as face recognition method based on convolution neural network (CNN), deep nonlinear face shape extraction method, face-based robustness modeling based on deep learning, fully automatic face recognition in constrained environments, face recognition based on deep learning video monitoring, low resolution face recognition based on deep learning, and other deep learning of the face information recognition; analysis of the current face recognition technology in the deep learning applications in the problems and development trends. Finally, it is concluded that the deep learning can learn to get more useful data and can build a more accurate model. However, there are some shortcomings in deep learning, such as the length of the training model, the need for continuous iteration to model optimization, being difficult to guarantee the optimal global solution, which also needs to continue to explore in the future.
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